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Idea
• Model user choice-making through concepts from
Behavioral Science
– class of Fast-and-Frugal-Tree (FFT) Lexicographic
heuristics

• Use incentives as one of the features that determine
user choice (to a different extent for different users)
and allocate them so as to achieve platform
optimization objective
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Setting
• When interacting with mobile apps, users need to make a
choice out of a set of alternatives offered by the app

• Goal: Nudge users towards decisions that are best for
themand for the app platform

• Examples:

Future  work
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Challenges
• How to model user choice-making
• Users do not decide rationally, have to make a choice

quickly while interacting with mobile app
• How to Incorporate choices in platform optimization
objective

• Need to appropriately engineer user incentives

• Many applications where user choices can be
engineered through user-app interaction

• Recommender systems, online social networks,
social media, online advertising,…

• Enhanced choice and user decision models
• Testing with real data

Application domain Instance Platform optimization	  
objective

Mobile	  crowdsensing App	  assigns	  
crowdsensing tasks	  to	  
users

Maximize	  quality of	  
fulfilled	  tasks

Smart Energy	  apps App	  issues	  
energy-‐saving	  
recommendations

Maximize	  amount	  of	  
energy	  savings

Mobile	  advertising App	  displays ads	  or	  
offer	  coupons	   to	  users

Maximize	  revenue	  
through	  user	  response	  
to	  ads

feature. If duA − duB < θud , the user selects choice A; else, if
duB − duA < θud , she selects choice B. If the difference in the
distances is not large enough to justify a choice with respect
to the distance criterion, the user chooses none of the available
choices. Fig. 1 depicts such a fast-and-frugal decision tree.

III. USER CHOICE ENGINEERING

AS AN OPTIMIZATION PROBLEM

The app owner or campaign designer aims at engineering
the alternatives that will be made available to users by allocat-
ing options and incentives to them so that they make choices
that are beneficial for the system objective as a whole. For
instance, the app may recommend certain choices to users
who prioritize based on exerted effort (e.g., distance) and
thus reduce monetary payments. These payments could instead
be allocated to expert users who prioritize over the payment
feature of the recommended choice. Thus, the budgets of the
various choices can be managed more efficiently to attract
more and better users. As mentioned above, for illustrative
reasons we consider two features, the cost (e.g., the distance),
and the reward (e.g., the payment) which is controllable. We
assume that two choices are presented each time to a user.

A. Problem formulation

We need to allocate choices and incentives to users so as
to maximize the total quality of user-selected choices, subject
to a budget constraint for each choice. Let P ⊆ C × C denote
the set of available pairs of choices (i, j) for assignment, with
i ̸= j. For each choice pair (i, j) ∈ P , let the binary variable
yu(i,j) = 1 if the choice pair (i, j) is assigned to user u, and 0
otherwise. Let yu = (yu(i,j) : (i, j) ∈ P) be the 0-1 vector of

choice pair allocations to user u, and let y = (yu : u ∈ U) be
the collective choice allocation policy to users.

When a choice pair (i, j) is allocated to user u, the app
should decide whether to make one of the two choices clearly
preferable to the other in terms of incentive payment. Formally,
let variable zui = 1 when choice i is made clearly preferable to
the other one, i.e., when the incentives of choices i, j satisfy
pui − puj > θup . Due to limited budget, the incentive for a
choice should be the minimum possible so that the user will
make that choice. When zui = 1, the minimum payment for
choice i is θup +ϵ, where ϵ is a small fixed amount of payment;
θup is the incentive difference between the two choices. Note
that it is zui = 0 when pui − puj ≤ θup , and zuj = 1 when
puj − pui > θup . Also, it is zui + zuj ≤ 1, thus we may also
choose zui = zuj = 0, i.e., not make any of the choices clearly
preferable to the other in the payment. Let zu = (zui : i ∈ C)
be the incentive allocation policy for user u that determines
whether or not we make a choice with much higher incentive
than the other. Let z = (zu : u ∈ U).

A user u ∈ Up will pick choice i if zui = 1, and the payment
will be pui = θup + ϵ. If zui = zuj = 0, then u will resort to
the distance feature to make a choice. If the pair of presented
choices (i, j) is such that dui − duj < θud , user u will pick
choice i. If duj − dui < θud , the user will pick choice j. The
payment will be an amount δ that is a priori determined by the
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Fig. 1. A Fast and Frugal Tree (FFT) applied on two alternative choices with
two decision features for a user in Up. Parameters thrp > 0 and thrd < 0
are the payment and distance thresholds, namely the minimum differences in
the values of these features that render one choice preferable over the other.

platform. We define indicator parameters Iuij and Iuji ∈ {0, 1}
as follows: when dui − duj ≤ θud , it is Iuij = 1, else Iuij = 0.
When duj − dui ≤ θud , it is Iuji = 1, else Iuji = 0. Clearly, it is
Iuij + Iuji ≤ 1. If Iuij = Iuji = 0, the user will select none of the
choices. On the other hand, a user u ∈ Ud will pick choice
i if Iuij = 1 and choice j if Iuji = 1; the payment will again
be δ. If Iuij = Iuji = 0, user u will use the payment feature to
decide and will pick choice i or j, depending on whether zui
or zuj = 1, thus getting a payment of θup + ϵ.

The objective is to find the choice and incentive assignment
policies y

u, zu for each user u so as to maximize the total
quality of selected choices by users, subject to a budget
constraint for each choice. The statements above are quantified
by defining functions αu

p (·), β
u
p (·) for each user u ∈ Up about

quality of selected choices and budget spent respectively,
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Then, the objective is written as
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zui + zuj ≤ 1, ∀ u ∈ U , ∀ (i, j) ∈ P , (3)
∑

(i,j)∈P

yu(i,j) ≤ 1, ∀ u ∈ U , (4)

where constraint (4) says that at most one pair of choices
should be allocated to each user. We refer to problem (1)-
(4) as problem (P1). Even for fixed values of variables z,
(P1) is an instance of the Generalized Assignment Problem
(GAP), which is known to be NP-Hard. Exact algorithms for

Users prioritizing payment (p) over distance
(d) decide according to tree below

User  model  training
• Find  feature  order  for  each  user
• Compute  decision  thresholds  for  each  user

Users prioritizing distance (d) over payment
(p) decide according to a tree that first
considers distance, then payment

Recommend closest	  task Recommend task	  to	  
most	  skilled	  user

Split	  task budget	  equally CLOSE-‐EQ SKILL-‐EQ
Split	  task	  budget	  in
proportion	  to	  user	  skills

CLOSE-‐PROP SKILL-‐PROP

TABLE I
HEURISTIC RULES FOR RECOMMENDING TASKS AND OFFERING REWARDS TO MCS USERS.

Recommend the closest task Recommend the task the user is most skilled for
Split the task budget equally CLOSE-EQ SKILL-EQ

Split the task budget in proportion to user skills CLOSE-PROP SKILL-PROP

TABLE II
COMPARISON OF TASK RECOMMENDATION AND PAYMENT OFFER STRATEGIES. C=25, L=1KM, γu

p ∼ U [0.5, 1.5], γu
d ∼ U [100, 500]

.

GAP CLOSE-EQ CLOSE-PROP SKILL-EQ SKILL-PROP
N=200, bi ∼ U [10, 20] 172.67± 2.2 85.03± 7.3 88.24± 6.5 100.26± 6.37 111.64± 4.17
N=100, bi ∼ U [10, 20] 87± 1.55 47.9± 3.18 47.39± 2.76 59.47± 3.07 59.93± 2.97
N=200, bi ∼ U [15, 25] 172.65± 2.36 93.05± 5.51 93.59± 4.91 110.27± 4.67 112.22± 4.42

TABLE III
COMPARISON OF TASK RECOMMENDATION AND PAYMENT OFFER STRATEGIES. C=30, L=1KM, γu

p ∼ U [1, 2], γu
d ∼ U [100, 500]

.

GAP CLOSE-EQ CLOSE-PROP SKILL-EQ SKILL-PROP
N=200, bi ∼ U [10, 20] 179.55± 2.19 80.17± 5.84 85.14± 5.4 101.44± 7.8 125.86± 4.49
N=100, bi ∼ U [10, 20] 89.02± 1.59 46.89± 3.99 46.34± 3.89 56.49± 3.11 57.99± 2.93
N=200, bi ∼ U [15, 25] 179.72± 1.38 90.56± 4.81 92.18± 4.521 120.16± 5.92 127.91± 3.96

expected task quality. In [10], we considered the allocation
of incentives to users for which the likelihood to perform
a task was captured through a continuous-valued willingness
function that was concave in provisioned incentives. In that
work, constraints on exerted effort such as total distance to
perform a task were considered. The paper [11] includes a
study of different threads on individual and social strategic
decision making and reasoning under certainty or uncertainty.

Behavioral concepts touch upon the area of product mar-
keting as well. Conjoint analysis aims to determine the subset
of features that is most influential for choice of products.
The approach entails a controlled set of potential products or
services shown to users for comparison. Conjoint analysis has
been used for assessing privacy in social apps [12] and for
predicting user preferences in online platforms [13].

VI. CONCLUSION

Concepts from cognitive and behavioral science remain, to
the best of our understanding, largely unexploited by most
of the (wireless) networking community. Our approach is an
important step in user modeling that departs from approaches
that use utility functions e.g., logarithmic ones, parametrized
by a few parameters to distinguish among users. The models
appear to have broader implications in various application
areas where user-app interaction and decision making arise
at individual or social level with strategic user interactions.
Besides mobile crowdsensing, smart-energy apps and mobile
advertising, the models have significant repercussions on how
to engineer choices offered to users in recommender systems,
online social networks, social media platforms, and more. The
ultimate goal is to appropriately engineer choices so as to
nudge users towards decisions that lead to better outcomes for
user experience and for the service or platform welfare.

Our study relied on decision-making models inspired by
FFTs and can be extended through sophisticated machine-
learning techniques on FFT learning (e.g., learning the various

thresholds that guide user choices) and learning uncertainty, as
well as through other models from behavioral science. Feature
selection techniques could be used to determine the subset
of features that build user profiles and guide user choices.
Another interesting and non-trivial extension concerns the
presentation of more than two choices to users.
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Numerical  Results
• Synthetic  dataset;;  performance  metric:  total  quality
• Heuristics  for  budget  and  task  assignment
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(here:  allocate  1  pair  of  choices)


